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The purpose of this project was to obtain ultraviolet spectra with the International Ultraviolet
Explorerof three Type II Cepheid variable stars which exhibit carbon star characteristics.
The significance of these objects rests on the fact that it is not clear how to produce stars
of such low mass which pulsate, and yet show the effects of the dredge-up of processed
nuclear material. The observations discussed here represent the first time that such stars
have been observed in the ultraviolet.
All of the observations were obtained with IUE as planned. We decided to concentrate on
obtaining complete coverage of the most important target, V553 Centauri, since it is one
of the brightest of the seven stars known of this type. We discovered that the twenty year
old ephemeris for this object was still viable. Our examination of the ultraviolet spectrum
also indicated that there is no evidence for an early-type companion to this star, one of the
suggestions for explaining their peculiar nature. For the second star, RT Triangulum
Australe, we selected approximately 12 different phases, concentrating on those which we
expected to be the most interesting spectroscopically, viz. rising light, the "bump", the
"hump", and maximum light.
For the faint star GR Normae, we took an exposure to determine its true nature; trying to
determine if it really does belong to this class of objects. We have concluded that GR
Normae is not a Type II Cepheid, based on the IUE spectrum that we obtained. It appears
to be an active binary star instead.
All of the spectra for V553 Cen and RT Tra have been reduced and analyzed. We have
binned the data to derive light curves at different ultraviolet wavelengths. For each
spectrum we have calculated the heliocentric Julan date, and the pulsation phase of the
star. These data have been used to generate ultraviolet light curves. The data for V553
Cen are sufficiently extensive to perform a Fourier decomposition analysis on them, and
therefore place them in these diagnostic diagrams vis-a-vis the normal (non-pulsating)
carbon stars, and other BL Herculis stars. We have also calculated approximate V
magnitudes for V553 Cen and used this to estimate the Mg II - V index used by Eaton et
al., which places these stars with respect to non-pulsators in terms of chromospheric
activity in the Mg II line.
All of the analysis is complete, and a paper is nearing completion describing this work. The
final work to complete this paper will be done at no additional cost to NASA. A copy of the
current draft is attached. It will be submitted to Publications of the Astronomical Society
of the Pacific. In addition, a poster paper will be presented on this work at the pulsating
star conference in Los Alamos this coming June.
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19970003498 2020-06-16T03:38:11+00:00Z
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31. Introduction
The short perio(1 Type II Cepheids (BL Herculis stars) have a period range from one to
three days. At their relatively low luminosities, the BL Herculis stars are evolving throught
he instability strip directly from the Horizontal Branch, or are on blue loops from the lower
asyml)toti(' giant branch (AGB). The 13L IIerculis stars are believe(l to be stars of relatively
low m_ss, in the 0.4-0.8 _Li_ range.
A few Type II Cepheids also exhibit carbon star characteristics. Carbon stars are
believed to be created when carbon is dredged up as a result of tile convective envelope
in the outer hydrogen shell reaching in to the region between tile C-O (:ore and tile
hydrogen shell, an activity expected to occur during shell fl_ushes on the AGB. The inodels
of Boothroyd and Sacknlann (1988) and Lattanzio (1989) can produce carbon stars with
as low a mass a,s 0.8 M_i, , but there are no models which produce carbon st_ars in the BL
Herculis mass range, so the BL IIerculis carbon stars are still poorly understood. Are these
stars which are normal BL Ilerculis stars from the stellar evolution standpoint, but have
some peculiarity that has made them carbon stars, or are they stars which hal)pen to lie
in the same part of the t{Ft, diagram its the more normal BL [terculis stars, lint. have a
tlifferent evolutionary history'?
We selected two short period, Type Ir carbon star Cepheids for in depth study with the
International Ultraviolet Explorer ([UE) satellite, viz., V553 Centauri and RT Triangulum
Australe. In addition, two spectra were obtained of the star GR Normae. We obtained
excellent phase coverage of \:553 Centauri. and a faMy good sampling of the light curve for
RT Trianguhnn Aust, rale. GR Normae's faintness compelled us to use fairly long exposures.
which caused significant smearing of the phases, but, _us will be discussed below, GR
Normae appears to belong in the class of active stars such a,s FI( Comae.
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2. Observations
Tile observationsof tile three stars wereobtained using the Long WavelengthPrime
(LWP) cameraoil IUE to take low resolution spectra in tile wavelengthrange 1910-3300
._['able 1gives the log of ol)servations.Ill Table 1 the first cohnnn indicates which target
w_L,_being observed, tile secon(t column lists tile image sequence number, the third column
gives the start time of the exposure (in UT), the fourth column lists tile exposure time in
minutes, the fifth column gives the Heliocentric .Julian Date of tile time of mid-exposure,
the sixth column gives the pha.se, based on the ephemerides discussed below, and the
final column lists the data numbers (DN) on the raw IUE image (where C represents the
maximum count rate in the continuum, and B is the 1)ackground count rate. Both of these
are in raw DN tmmbers, which run from {) to 255.) Two of tile spectra were overexposed
in the brightest portions of the image, and this is indicated by a rought estimate of the
overexposure level (e.g. 2X).
2.1. V553 Ccntauri
\:553 Centauri was tirst recognized a,s at Cephei(1 1)y lto[tmeister (1957). lIerl)ig's
(1952) spectra reveale(1 that it was a carl)on star. and subsequent spe(:troscot)ic studies
which detailed its nature as a carbon star were carried out 1)y Evans, Wisse, and Wisse
(1972), Wallerstein, Brown, and Bates (1979), and Cottrell (1979). Detailed light curves
were produce(l 1)y Landolt (1975) and Evans, Wisse. and Wisse (1972), and tile latter's
I)erio(l (2.061051 (lays) still seelns t,o work well for ph_ming our ot)serwttions taken in 1992.
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2.2. RT Triangulum Australe
A detailed light curve of RT Trianguhnn Australe is shown1)yDiethelm (1983). The
star's period is 1.946days,but it, is not (letermine(l with greaterprecisionthan this. Though
we tried usingthe 1)erio(lsand el)ochsof maximum light given 1)y[(wee & Diethehn (1984),
Diethehn (1986), and I(holopov (1985), we wereunable to makea closematch between
our observationsand the old ground-basedphotometry. Sincewe wereonly able to obtain
twelve (**??**) spectra of RT Triangulum Australe, wedo not have the detailed phase
coveragethat weol)taine(1for V,553C,en, 1)utwewereal)le to ol)tain spectra at key I)ha.ses,
viz., the "huml)", maximum light, and during the (more gra(lual) descending light.
3. Results
One of the first conclusions concerning V553 Centauri is that it does not appear to have
an early-type companion, since there is no signature of the continuum from such a hot star
in the sl)e('tra. This ha(l t)een one of the Sl)e('ulations ('oncerning the cause of the peculiar
i,tture of t,he short period Type II (_',el)heid (art)on stars. \Vhile we can not rule out at later
tyl)e (:Oral)anion on t;he l)asis of the [UE sl)e('tra, the s(:enario of it more massive comt)anion
which wa.s alrea(ly in the white dwarf phase, for instance, does seenl to t)e ruled out. This
has been confirmed by recent radial velocity data by Wallerstein & Gonzalez (1996).
The spectra for \:553 C.entauri were binned to determine average fluxes in a number
of bands. The (:entral wawqengths (with the 1)an(hvidths following in parentheses) selected
were 2200 (200), 2350 (100), 2500 (150). 2700 (100), 2800, (50), 2900 (100), and 3100 (100)
A. Table 2 lists the results of thes 1)inning operation. In coluum 1 the heliocentric Julian
date is giwm, while column 2 lists the phase, t)ased on the Evans, Wisse, & Wisse (1972)
period. Columns 3 through 10 give the fluxes (in ergs/square cm/sec) in each wavelength
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interval. Tile final colunm givesan apI)roxinlate V magnitude for tile star at this phase.
Since we did not have simultaneous photometry at visual wavelengths, we compared
tile detailed light curve of Evans, Wisse, & Wisse (1972) to measurements taken with IUE's
Fine Error Sensor (FES) between acquiring the spectra. We fit the ground-ba.sed light
curve with a polynomial and checked it, with the FES measurements to verify, that it still
represented the star's variation faithfully. We then projected this V light curve onto the
ultraviolet, light curves to estimate the visual flux at the time corresponding to the time
of acquisition of the ultraviolet sl)ectrum. It is this reDrence magnitude which is given in
column 11 of Table 2.
4. Discussion
5. Summary and Conclusions
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Table 1. Log of Observations
Star LWP Year/Day'_ hr:mm:ss Ex. T. t' HJD c Pha_se _ C/B d
V553 Cell 20848 91/201 11:53:03 20 8458.004 0.179 2X/35
V553 Cell 20849 91/201 12:51:18 10 8458.041 0.197 215/45
V553 Cen 20883 91/206 15:15:05 11 8463.141 0.672 208/52
V553 Cen 20885 91/206 17:39:17 ! 1 8463.241 0.721 217/34
V553 Cen 20886 91,/206 18:36:34 12 8463.282 0.741 213/38
V553 Cen 23439 92/187 11:33:02 10 8808.988 0.539 137/33
V553 Cen 2344(/ 92/187 12:34:56 15 8809.032 0.560 165/34
V553 Cen 23441 92/187 13:31:43 15 8809.072 0.579 175/38
V553 Cen 23442 92/187 14:32:17 15 8809.114 0.600 182/48
V553 Cen 23443 92/187 15:27:00 15 8809.152 0.618 199/55
3 V553 C,en 23444 92/187 16:21:57 13 8809.189 0.636 180/41
V553 Cen 23445 92/187 17:14:17 15 ,'_809.245 0.663 204/36
\:553 Curt 23446 92/187 18:04:45 12 8809.260 0.671 177/33
V553 Cen 23535 92/202 03:46:26 15 8823.664 0.660 201/34
V553 C en 23536 92/202 04:47:1)9 12 8823.706 0.680 180/34
V553 Cen 23537 92/202 05:43:18 12 8823.745 0.699 200/34
V553 Cen 23538 92/202 (16:41:10 12 8823.785 0.718 205/34
\/553 C_m 23539 92/202 1/7:38:51 12 8823.825 0.738 210/35
V553 Cen 23540 92/202 08:35:53 11 8823.864 (/.757 200/33
V553 Cen 23541 92/202 09:32:14 11 8823.903 0.776 195/33
V553 C,en 23542 92/202 10:28:46 10 8823.942 0.795 201/32
V553 Cen 23543 92/202 11:26:46 10 8823.982 0.814 198/33
V553 Cen 23544 92/202 12:15:15 10 8824.016 0.830 206/35
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Table l--Continued
St_tr LWP Year/D_ty_ hr:mm:ss Ex. T. t' H.JD* Pha,se_ C/B a
V553 Cen 23545 92/202 13:12:16 11 8824.056 0.850 235/41
V553 Cen 23546 92/202 13:56:55 10 8824.087 0.865 239/42
V553 Cen 23547 92/202 14:53:51 9 8824.126 0.884 222/42
V553 Cen 23548 92/202 15:35:36 8 8824.155 0.898 233/37
V553 C',en 23549 92/202 16:18:00 7 8824.184 0,912 209/34
V553 C,en 23550 92/202 16:58:56 7 8824.212 0.925 213/34
V553 Cen 23551 92/202 17:40:18 7 8824.241 0.940 213/34
V553 Cen 23552 92/202 18:24:14 7 8824.271 0.954 224/33
RT TrA 20850 91/201 13:46:59 18 8458.081 0.228 180/115
RT TrA 23990 92/268 00:14:37 30 8890.520 0.433 229/36
RT TrA 23991 92/268 01:19:10 25 8890.563 0.456 203/36
RT TrA 23992 92/268 02:17:41 30 8890.605 0.477 240/38
I_T TrA 24013 92/271 09:58:43 25 8893.923 0.182 120/43
V553 Cen 24858 93/037 20:11:15 15 9025.346 0.513 180/35
V553 C',en 24866 93/039 19:44:06 15 9027.321 0.472 150/37
RT TrA 24875 93/040 20:24:15 35 9028.360 0.262 168/39
V553 C',en 24876 93/040 21:48:34 6 9028.411 0.001 212/35
V553 Cen 24877 93/040 22:28:18 6 9028.439 0.014 200/35
V553 Cen 24878 93/040 23:07:27 6 9028.466 0.027 214/48
V553 (_',en 24879 93/040 23:45:39 7 9028.492 0.040 244/63
V553 Con 24880 93/041 00:24:43 5 9028.519 0.053 211/66
V553 Cen 24881 93/041 01:03:55 5 9028.546 0.066 202/57
V553 Cen 24882 93/041 01:40:43 6 9028.572 0.079 202/44
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Table l--Continued
Star LWP Year/Day_L hr:nun:ss Ex. T.b HJDc Ph_mec C/B d
V553 C¢,n 24883 93/041 04:24:31 7 9028.686 0.134 190/32
RT TrA 24944 93/048 14:00:27 40 9036.096 0.237 200/40
RT TrA 24946 93/048 18:07:30 35 9036.267 0.325 150/40
RT TrA 24947 93/I)48 19:20:53 30 9036.:315 0.350 141/38
RT TrA 24948 93/(/48 ??:?'._:'."': .35 9036.357 (/.0371 143/38
V553 C,_n 24983 93/(153 03:50:21 10 9040.665 0.213 1.5X/34
\'553 C_n 25044 93/061 23:45:37 8 9049.495 0.230 170/37
RT TrA 25045 93/062 00:50:43 30 9049.546 0.148 170/35
V553 C',_n 25046 93/062 02"18:07 9 9049.601 0.282 170/39
V553 C_m 25046 93/062 02:38:13 9 9049.616 0.289 180/38
V553 C',(m 25233 93/089 00:04:27 l 1 9076.511 0.338 170/33
V553 C_m 25234 93/089 00:51:32 13 9076.544 0.354 190/34
\'553 Cen 25235 93/089 01:39:09 14 9076.578 0.371 195/34
\/'553 C(m 25236 93/089 02:31:11 16 9076.615 0.389 210/35
'_Dat.,_s and times are in UT.
1'Length of exposure, in minut(_s.
CFor mid-point of exposure.
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